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1 Introduction 

It has been controversial whether the suffix -key denves an adverb or a predicate The 
controversy anses from the fact that it is not clear whether -key is as an adverbiahzer or as a 
predicatl.zer Tuts paper attempts to provide an answer of how the so-called-key marked items behave 
differently I argue that -key denves both adverbs and predicates Then, the meanmg differences 
between adverbs and predicates are explamed by the notion of entrulment 

This paper ts organized as follows Section 2 begms with the bnef discuss10n of morphological 
processes of adverbiahzation m Korean In this sechon, I overview previous works by lookmg at the 
issue of how -key has been analyzed In Sechon 3, it ts shown that -key denves both adverbs and 
predicates by lookmg at its dtstnbutton m pnmary and secondary predication constructl.ons The 
distinction between adverbs and predicates ts explamed by entailment In Section 4, I argue that this 
analysis proves that some examples cited as predicates are m fact adverbs 

2 Previous Works 

It has been assumed that Korean has two types of adverbials Both of them are denved from 
verbs by addmg the suffixes, -1 or -key Consider the example (I) from Jang ( 1997 149) I adopt the 
convention underlymg the so-called -key or -1 marked items 

(1) a John-1 
b John-1 

John-Norn 

p,pal-h tahn-ta 
ppalu-key talm-ta 
fast ran-dee 

The adverb fast ts formed by addmg the suffixes, -key or -i to the verb stem ppalu There are few 
adjectives m Korean Consider the example (2) 

(2) a ku umstk-1 maypta 
the food-Norn be-spicy 
'that food ts spicy' 

b ku c1p-1 khuta 
that house-Norn big 
'that house is big' 

Despite their English translations, the words maypta 'spicy' and aphuta 'sick' are verbs that take 
tense markers and other types of mflectional endmgs used for verbs Based on this fact, the 
adverbiahzatton has been typically formulated by addmg either -i or -key to verb stems m Korean 
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Compare Korean with Engbsh In Enghsh, adverbs are denved from adjectives by attachmg a 
morpheme-ly, whereas m Korean, they are denved from verb stems by addmg the suffix -1 or-key, as 
illustrated m (3) 

(3) Enghsh [adjective] +ly 
Korean [verb stem] + ( key or 1 ) 

Given this assumption, it has been analyzed that -key is an adverviahzer as -1 Many bngmsts 
analyze -key as a syntactic adverb1ahzer to make 1ts root function as an adverb This 1s based on Choe's 
(1928) idea that both -key and-1 are adverbial suffixes, as shown m ( 4) 

( 4) a na-nun ppalu-key talhessta 
Mop fast-ADV ran 
'I ran fast' 

b ku-nun nuhkey kelessta 
he-top slow-ADV walked 
'I walked slowly' 

However, the traditional approach that analyzes -key as adverbial suffix has been challenged by 
Jang ( 1997), who argues that -key denves a predicate He argues that any key-marked items are the 
predicates, not the adverbs Consider the example (5)-(6) from Jang (1997, 154) 

(5) a * John pressed the can flatly 
b John pressed the can flat 

(6) a *John-un kkangthong-ul napcakt nwul-ess-ta 
b John-un kkangthong-ul napcakhakey nwul-ess-ta 

John-top can-ACC flat press-Pst-Dec 
'John pressed the can flat' 

Jang (1997) argues that as m Engltsh, the adverb napcakt 'flatly' cannot be a predicate of the 
resultattve subject kkangthong because an adverb cannot be predicated of a noun argument directly That 
ts why (Sa) and (6a) 1s not grammatical, while m contrast (Sb) and (6b) are grammatical (6b) shows that 
napcakhakey 'flat' is predicated of the noun argument kkangthong 'the can' m Korean The fact leads 
htm to argue that as m English, napcakt 'flatly' ts an adverb while napcakhakey 'flat' is a predicate In 
addttlon, he shows additional evidence m other secondary pred1cat1on construction, as illustrated m (7) 
The examples come from Jang (1997,1S3) 

(7) a na-nun ku-lul *solc1h1 I solcikhakey saygkakhanta 
I-top he-ace hoestly honest consider 
'I consider htm *honestly/ honest' (small clause) 

b John-1 mwulkok1-lul *smsenht!smsenhakey mekessta 
John-nom fish-ace freshly I fresh ate 
'John ate the fish *freshly/ fresh' ( dep1ct1ve construction) 

Jang's argument 1s as follows In English, the adverbs honestly,freshly are not predicated of the 
drrect object NPs, him, the fish, while m contrast, the adjecttves honest,fresh are secondary predicates 
whose pred1cat10n subjects are the direct object NPs, hzm, the fish The same holds true m Korean The 
fact that the du-ect object NPs, ku 'he', mwulkokt 'fish' are predicated of the-key marked items 
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solcikhakey 'honest', smsenhakey 'fresh', not of the -1 marked items solcikhi 'honestly', smsenhi 
'freshly' supports the asswnption that -key denves predicates, not adverbs However, while he provides 
convmcmg evidence that -1 marks adverbs but not predicates, and -key can mark predicates, he fatls to 
show that -key can also mark adverbs In this paper, I argue that -key m fact denves both predicates and 
adverbs If so, there emerges a question of how the different funct10ns of-key are distinguished from 
each other, despite of their morphological identities I asswne that the answer 1s entatlment 

3. Enta1bnent 

There are vanous ways to define the notion of entailment Entailment and presupposition are two 
important kmds of judgements about 1mphcat1on relations between the meanmg of sentences 
Entailment 1s one species of the more general relation of1mphcation For example, when A entatls B, we 
often say that A 1mphes B We could say that someone's assertion of A unpltes B, or that the speaker 
uttenng A 1mphes B To imply B 1s to suggest that B 1s true In other words, to offer support for the 
mference that B 1s true ts to assert a sentence A that actually entatls B, which md1cates that B 1s true 
The mference that B 1s true ts supported directly by that mformation's bemg a part of the mformatton A 
conveys That 1s, given A, we can deduce B However, entatlment 1s mfluenced by some vanables 
Consider the example (S) from Ch1erchia & McConnell-Gmet, 1991, 17) 

(S) a This 1s big 
b This 1s a sperm whale 
c Tlus 1s a big sperm whale 

Suppose that the above sentences are uttered with reference to a particular object In such a 
s1tuat1on, 1f the sentences of (Sa) and (Sb) are true because the reference whale 1s m fact big and 1s a 
sperm whale, the sentence of (Sc) must be true It 1s 1mposs1ble to utter the first two sentences ((Sa) and 
(Sb)) and then to deny the third ((Sc)) In this case, the pair (Sa, Sb) entails (8c) However, as pomted by 
Ch1erch1a and McConnell (1991), suppose that the particular sperm whale ts m size not bigger than the 
female whale which 1s small In such situation, 1t 1s reasonable to say that the pair (Sa, Sb) does not 
entail (Sc) In this sense, Chierclua & McConnell-Gmet ( 1991, l S) define the notion of entailment as 
follows 

(9) A entatls B = 
(a) whenever A ts true, B 1s true 
(b) the mformation that B conveys 1s contained m the mfonnation that A conveys 
(c) a situation descnbable by A must also be a s1tuat1on descnbable by A 
( d) A and not B 1s contradictory (cannot be true m any situation 

Among them, m this paper, I will analyze the data based on (lOa) This refers to a relation between a 
pair of sentences such that the truth of the second sentence necessanly follows from the truth of the first 
Followmg Cluerch1a & McConnell-Gmet (1991), the entailment 1s defined as follows See the defimt1on 
(10) m the next page 
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(I 0) Entrulment 

A sentence expressmg proposition X entails(=>) a sentence expressmg 
proposition Y ifthe truth ofY follows necessanly from the truth ofX 
(a proposition X entails a proposition Y tf the truth follows necessanly from the truth of X) 

Let us look at (11) (I la) shows that tfthe sentence John ate all the kippers ts true, the sentence 
someone ate something IS necessanly true One cannot both assert the first and deny the second The 
same holds true m (I lb) and (1 Ic) If the sentence John /ailed Bill is true, the sentence Bill died IS true, 
If the sentence I can see a dog ts true, the sentence I can see an animal ts true 

(I I) a John ate all the kippers (X) => Someone ate something (Y) 
b John killed Bill (X) :=> Bill died (Y) 
c, I can see a dog (X) => I can see an ammal (Y) 

However, presuppos1t1on mvolves more than simple 1mphcatlon m that presupposition requires a 
famdy of imphcattons, not all of which can be licensed by an entailment Consider fol1owmg example 
(12)-(13) from Cherrchta & McConnell-Gmet (1991 24-25) 

(12) a It was Lee who got a perfect score on the semantics qmz 
b Someone got a perfect score on the semantics quiz 

(13) a Lee got a perfect sore on the semantics qmz 
b Someone got a perfect score on the sem10bcs qmz 

In the cleft sentences of (12), (12a) not only entatls but also presupposes (12b) However, m (13), 
(13a) entails (13b), but does not presuppose (13b) Thts difference between entailment and 
presupposition indicates that presupposition requires a farruly of 1mphcat1on That 1s why (13a) that does 
not have a family ofimphcat10n does not presuppose (13b) Based on this, m recent semantic discussion, 
entailment has come to be contrasted with presupposition, on the grounds that different consequences 
follow from either of the sentences being false Consider another example (14)-(15) 

(14) a I can see a cat 
b I can see an animal 

( 15) a he has stopped smoking 
b he has smoked 

If (14a) ts false, the notion of entailment reqmres that the sentence I can see a cat may be 
true of false, but the notion of presupposition reqwres that 1f the first sentence 1s false, the second must 
be true For example, in (15), if (15a) is false, (I Sb) ts true Thus, (15a) presupposes (15b) 

In thts section, I have discussed two types oflogical relationsht.ps between statements, entailment 
and presupposition In this paper, only the notion of entailment will be employed as a means for 
analyzmg the data In the next sect10n, I will analyze the -key marked items by loolong at the two types 
of constructions, namely pnmary and secondary predication construction 
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4.Analys1s 

Pnmary Predication Construchon (PPC) mvolves only one predicate with additional arguments such 
as external and mternal argwnents One of mam functions of adverbs is to modify the mode of action 
caused by a verb For example, m the sentence 'I walked slowly' means that I walked ma slow manner 
Tuts ts true m Korean, as illustrated m ( 16) 

(16) a na-nun ooalu-key talhessta 
I- top fast run 

'I ran fast' 
b Jolm-un Mary-lul se-key ttehessta 

Jolm-top Mary-ace strongly 1ut 
'Jolm 1ut Mary strongly' 

c Jolm-un pwusllenha-key 1lhayassta 
Jolm-top dtltgently worked 
'Jolm worked dihgently' 

In the example (16a), the-keymarked item is an adverb It denotes a manner of the event of 
runnmg caused by the verb ta/li 'run' Similarly, m (16b) and ( 16c ), both the-key marked items, sekey 
'strongly, pwusi/enhakey 'd1hgently' are the adverbs whtch modify the events, rutting and workmg, 
respectively If so, how can we support the assumption that the -key marked items m (16) are not 
predicates, but adverbs? The function of-key as an adverbtahzer ts clearly shown if we adopt 
entailment Take (16a) as an example The notion=> md1cates that a prevtous sentence entails a 
followmg sentence, w1ule the notton !=> does that a prevtous sentence does not entail a followmg 
sentence For easy understandmg, the same sentence is repeated twice 

(17) a na-nun ppalu-key talhessta => a' 
I- top fast run 

'I ran fast' 
a na-nun p,palu-key talhessta I=> b' 

I-top fast ran 

na-nun talhessta 
I- top ran 
'I ran' 
na-nllil ppalu-ta 
I- top fast-dee 
'I am fast' 

As shown m (17), if (17a) ts true, (l 7a') is necessanly true Thus, the former entruls the latter 
However, ( l 7a) does not entail ( l 7b') T1us shows that ppalikey lacks its predication sub3ect but 
functions as an adverb which modifies the event of running The same holds m ( l 6b ), as illustrated m 
(18) 

(18) a Jolm-un Mary-lul se-key ttehessta => a' Jolm-un Mary-lul ttehessta 
Jolm-top Mary-ace strongly hit Jolm-top Mary-ace 1ut 
'Jolm 1ut Mary strongly' 'Jolm htt Mary' 

a Jolm-un Mary-lul se-key ttehessta !=> b' Mary-ka seyta 
Jolm-top Mary-ace strongly htt Mary-nom strong-dee 
'Jolm 1ut Mary strongly' 'Mary was strong' 

a Jolm-un Mary-lul se-key ttehessta !=> c' John-un seyta 
Jolm-top Mary-ace strongly 1ut Jolm-top strong 
'Jolm hit Mary strong John was strong 
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In (18), (18a) dose entail (18a') However, (18a) does not entail when either external or mtemal 
argument is predicated ofthe-keymarked item, sekey (18a) entails neither (18b'), nor (18c') This 
entailment mdicates that sekey 'strongly' is not a predicate but an adverb, which modifies the event of 
hittmg denoted by the verb ttelz 'hit' The same holds m (16c) (19a) entruls (19b) but does not entail 
(19b'), as illustrated below 

(19) a John-un nuhkey Ilhayassta => a' John-un 11hayassta 
John-top d1hgently worked John-top worked 
'John worked slowly' 'John worked' 

a John-un nuhkey 11hayassta 1=> b' John-un nuhta 
John-top d1hgently worked John-top slow 
'John worked slowly' 'John ts slow' 

So, based on the facts, I assume that as Jang (1997) pomted out, -key marked items are adverbs m PPC 
However, I argue that -key denves both adverbs and predicates m Secondary Predication Construction 
(SPC) 

In English SPC, the stnng V-NP-ADJ corresponds to the verb phrase of several different 
construction types, among these are the causative, the small clause, the dep1ctive, and the resultat1ve, as 
illustrated m (20) 

(20) a Causative Tom made me happy 
b Small clause Mary consider Tom honest 
c Dep1ctive Mary ate the food cold 
d Resultative Tom wiped the wmdow clean 

The sentences of (20) appear identical on the surface-each contams a subject NP, a verb, an 
Object NP, and an adjectival phrase mod1fymg the NP However, the thematic relations between the 
verb and the followmg NP and between the verb, and adjective vary, as does the mterpretat10n, 
accordmg to construction type Let us look at the correspondmg Korean SPCs 

(21) a Tom-1 na-lul hangpokha-key hayessta 
Tom-Norn I-ace happy made 
'Tom made me happy' (causative) 

b Mary-ka Tom-ul cengc1kha-key sangkakheyssta 
Mary-nom Tom-ace honest considered 
'Mary considered Tom honest' (small clause) 

c Mary-ka ums1k-ul cha-key mekessta 
Mary-Mom food-ace cold ate 
'Mary ate her food cold' (dep1ctlve) 

d Tom-1 changmwun-ul kkeykkesta-key takkassta 
Tom-nom wmdow-acc clean wiped 
'Tom wiped the wmdow clean' (resultative) 

As m Enghsh, secondary predicates are always nonmflect1onal m the sense that they do not contam 
mflectlon elements and are unmarked for tense The secondary predicates are denved by addmg - key to 
the verb stems m Korean In this paper, I will focus on the last two types, dep1ctive and resultative 
construction Let us look at the dep1ctlve construction first 
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(22) a Mary-ka umstk-ul cha-keymekessta =>a' 
Mary-Mom food-ace cold ate 
'Mary ate her food cold' 

a Mary-ka umstk-ul cha-key mekessta => b' 
Mary-Mom food-ace cold ate 
'Mary ate the food cold' 

Mary-ka umstk-ul mekessta 
Mary-nom food-ace ate 
'Mary ate the food' 
ums1k-1 chassta 
food-nom cold 
'the food was cold' 

Dep1ctive construction expresses that the state denoted by a deptctive predicate ts 
contemporaneous with the event denoted by a pnmary predicate For example, the sentence 'Mary ate 
the food cold' means that the state of the food bemg cold ts contemporaneous wtth Mary's eating the 
food In thts sense, the sentence ts paraphrased thts way when Mary ate the food, 1t was cold (Simpson, 
1983, Rothstem, 1985) Gtven the situation that the temporal situation between the matnx verb and the 
deptctive predicate ts identical, the entatlment relations show that the -key marked item m (22) are 
predicates of the direct NPs For example, (22a) entails both (22a') and (22b') This means that the -key 
marked item chakey 'cold' ts predicated of the direct NP umszk 'the food' 

Resultat1ve predicate denotes a result state of the object NP caused by the action or process 
descnbed by a matnx verb For example, the sentence 'I hammered the metal flat' means that the metal 
became flat by the activity ofhammenng In thts sense, the resultative construction has been assumed to 
mvolve two events, namely the causmg event by a matnx predicate and the resultmg event by a 
resultat1ve predicate The relationship between the causmg and resultmg event ts well shown m terms of 
entailment Consider some examples m (23) 

(23) a ku-ka meh-lul ccalpkey callassta =>a' ku-ka meh-lul callassta 
he-nom harr-acc short cut he-nom harr-acc cut 
'he cut his harr short' 'he cut his hair' 

a ku-ka meh-lul ccalpkey callassta => b' meh-ka ccalpta 
he-nom harr-acc short cut hatr-nom short 
'he cut his hair short' 'harr 1s short 

In (23), the resultative construction (23a) mvolves two events, the causmg event denoted by 
(23a') and the resultmg event denoted by (23b') So, the fact that (23a) entatls both (23a) and (23b') 
means that the-key marked items ccalpkey 'short' ts a secondary predicate This ts true m (24) That ts, 
hke deptctive construction, the entailment relations show that the -key marked item ts a secondary 
predicate of the direct object NP (24a) entails both (24a') and (24b') 

(24) a ku-ka ccagmwun-ul kkekkesha-key talkassta => a' ku-nun ccagmwun-ul talkassta 
he-nom wmdow-acc clean wiped • he-top wmdow wiped 
'he wtped the wmdow clean' 

a ku-ka ccagmwun-ul kkekkesha-key talkassta 
he-nom wmdow-acc clean wiped 
'he wiped the wmdow clean' 

'he wiped hts wmdow' 
=> b' ccagmwun-1 kkekkeshata 

wmdow-nom clean 
'the wmdow ts clean' 

However, -key can denve an adverb m that key-marked items appear m sentences lacking a 
possible pred1cat10n subject Consider the example (25) m the next page 
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(25) mosnan namca-ka alumtap-key noleyha-yess-ta 
ugly man-NOM beautiful-ADV smg-PAST-DEC 
'The ugly man sang beautifully ' 

The sentence means that the ugly man sang very well, but does not mean that the ugly mean was 
beautiful Entailment shows that the ugly man 1s not the predication subject of the key marked item, 
alumtapkey, as illustrated m (26) 

(26) a mosnan namca-ka alumtap-key noleyhanta => a' mosnan manca-ka noleyhanta 
old man-NOM beautifully smg ugly man sang 
'the ugly man smgs beautifully 'the old man smgs' 

a mosnan manca-ka alumtap-key noleyhayessta i=> mosnan manca-ka alumtap-ta 
ugly man-Norn beautifully sang ugly man beautiful 
'the ugly man smgs beautifully' 'the ugly man 1s beautiful' 

In (26), (26a) entails (26a') but not (26b') This shows that mosnan manca 'the ugly man' 1s not the 
subject of the key-makred item alumtapkey, Instead, 1t 1s an adverb that just modifies the smgmg event 

As mentioned above, entailments can clearly show whether -key marked items are predicates or 
adverbs m secondary predication construct10n (SPC) In this sense, I formulate the functions of-key as 
follows 

(27) The function of-key 
Given that the first sentence (A) mvolves Secondary Predication Construction (SPC) and 
the second sentence (B) mvolves PPC(Pnmary Predication Construction) whose subject 
is the direct object of A, -key denves a predicate if A entails B, Otherwise, -key denves 
an adverb 

The mam argument 1s as follows with respect to key-marked items, given that the first sentence 
mvolves SPC and the second mvolves PPC whose subject ts the secondary subject of the first sentence, 
if the first sentence is true, the second sentence must necessarily be true That is, only when the first 
entatls the second, the -key marked item ts a predicate However, 1f the first 1s true and the second 1s 
false, that 1s, if the first does not entail the second, the -key marked item 1s an adverb 

Based on this assumption, I will show that some of the examples as cited as predicates are m fact 
adverbs, to which I will turn now 

5. 'Fake' predicates. 

The so-called -key marked items have been analyzed as either adverbs or predicates The issue 
anses from the fact that both predicates and adverbs are denved by addmg the suffix -key This raises 
the poss1b1hty that the resultahves usmg -key are really adverbs In this paper, I argue that entailment 
can d1samb1guate the amb1gu1y caused by the morphological comc1dence Furthermore, this analysis can 
provide evidence that some of examples cited as a resultattve predicate is m fact not a predicate but an 
adverb (Wechsler & Noh, to appear) Consider this example from Kim (1993,471) m the next page 
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(28) a ku-ka micht-key yo1chtessta 
he-nom crazy shouted 
'he shouted crazy' 

b kang-1 yalp-key elessta 
nver-nom thm froze 
'A nver froze thm' 

Accordmg to Kim (1993), the sentences m (23) mvolve resultabve construction However, I 
assume that this ts not true (Wechsler & Noh, to appear) In (28a), the sentence does not entail that he 1s 
(became) crazy, but Just md1cate that he shouted crazily The same holds m (28b) The sentence does not 
entail that the nver became thin, but rather that the ice did It JUSt shows that the freezmg event occurred 
ma thin manner The entatlment relattonshtp ts shown m (29)-(30) (29a) entails (29a') but not (29b'), 
(30a) entails (30a'), but not (30b') Note that michikey, 'craztly' yalpkey 'thmly' are analyzed as adverbs 
m (29) and (30), unhke Jang's(1997) examples 

(29) a ku-ka mtcht-key yo1chtessta 
he-nom crazily shouted 
'he shouted crazily' 

=> a' ku-ka yo1chtessta 
he-nom shouted 

'he shouted' 

(30) 

a ku-ka mtch1-key yo1chtessta 
he-nom craztly shouted 
'he shouted crazily' 

a kang-1 yalp-key 
nver-nom thinly 
'A nver froze thinly' 

a kang-1 yalp-key 
nver-nom thtnly 
'A nver froze thinly 

elessta 
froze 

elessta 
froze 

i=> a' ku-ka michtessta 
he-nom carzy-be 

=> 

!=> 

'he was crazy 

a kang-1 elessta 
nver-nom froze 
'Anver froze' 

b' kang-1 yalp-assta 
nver-nom thm-past-dec 
'A nver was thm' 

The similar patterns are shown m followmg sentences 

(3 I) a ku-nun c1m-ul mwukep-key nallassta 
he-top baggage-ace heavily moved 
'he moved the baggage heavtly, 

b ku-nun Swum-lul yeppu-key kultessta 
he-nom Swum-ace prettily drew 
'he drew Swum pretty' 

The sentences m (31) might be mterpreted as depict1ve constructmns because of the ambiguous 
usage of-key However, they do not mvolve the dep1cttve readmgs Entailment shows that -key marked 
items are not predicates but adverbs (3la) does not entatl that the baggage was heavy Likewise, (31b) 
does not entail that Swum was pretty The word ywppukey 'prettily' JUSt mdicates the manners of the 
activities of movmg and drawmg as adverbs See (32)-(33) m the next page 
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(32) a ku-nun c1m-ul mwukep-key nallassta =>a' ku-nun c1m-ul nallassta 
he-top baggage-ace heaVIly moved he-top baggage-ace moved 
'he moved the baggage heaVIly 'he moved the baggage' 

a ku-nun c1m-ul mwukep-key nallassta => b' c1m-1 nallassta 
he-top baggage-ace heaVIly moved baggage-1 moved 
'he moved the baggage heavily the baggage was heavy' 

(33) a ku-nun Swun1-lul ~ kuhessta 
he-nom Swum-ace prettily drew 

' he drew Swun1 pretty' 

a ku-nun Swum-lul ~ kuhessta 
he-nom Swum-ace pretttly drew 
'he drew Swun1 pretty' 

5. Conclusion 

=> a' ku-nun Swum-lul kuhessta 
he-nom Swum-ace drew 

'he drew Swum pretty' 

i=> b' SwunI-ka yepputa 
Swum-nom pretty-dee 
SwunI was pretty' 

In this paper, I have shown how the ambiguous charactenstics of -key 1s mterpreted m terms of 
entailment The suffix -key denves both predicates and adverbs, although they are morphologically 
1dent1cal However, 1f we closely examme the d1stnbutions of-key, 1t 1s found that their morphological 
identities are differentiated semantically The notion of entailment might proVIde an answer of how the 
morphological comc1dences are differentiated tn terms of adverbs and predicates 
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